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Abstract

We argue that separation of concerns can be advantageously applied to the development of
applications relying on coarse-grained strong mobility, i.e. distributed applications moving enti-
ties while these entities are executing. We present the design of an infrastructure for such mobile
applications where the mobility concern is cleanly separated from other concerns.

We present an overview of a prototype implementation — called RAM (Reflection for Adapt-
able Mobility) — of such an infrastructure for strong mobility in Java by means of computational
reflection. This infrastructure permits the development of mobile applications by plugging a mo-
bility concern implemented at the meta-level into a sequential base program, and enables the
dynamic introduction of different migration policies. We show how such an infrastructure can be
implemented based on program transformation techniques using appropriate existing tools.
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Figure 1: Building mobile applications by separating concerns

1 Introduction

Separation of concerns has been applied successfully as a guiding principle to the development pro-
cess of many different kinds of distributed applications [HL95] [GGM96] [BCRP98] [Led99]. In
this paper, we argue that separation of concerns can be advantageously applied to the development of
applications relying on coarse-grained strong mobility. Such applications move entities during their
execution, for instance, to achieve load balancing. We present the design of an infrastructure for such
mobile applications which cleanly separates concerns and allows isolating mobility issues. Thus, a
programmer can develop the functional part of his application without caring for mobility. The se-
quential program can then be turned into a mobile application by introducing mobility in a transparent
way.

Computational reflection [Mae87] can be used as an implementation mechanism supporting sep-
aration of concerns in a distributed setting (see, for instance, the session on “reflective middleware”
in [Coi99]). We present an overview of design and implementation of a reflective infrastructure —
called RAM (Reflection for Adaptable Mobility) — for strong mobility in JAVA. It allows the devel-
opment of mobile applications by plugging a mobility concern implemented at the meta-level into a
sequential base program (cf. Figure 1). Besides, thanks to reflection, RAM enables the adaptation of
mobile object systems by defining customized migration policies.

Finally, the prototype deserves some interest because of its implementation technique: instead
of modifying the underlying JAVA virtual machine or standard libraries, reflective capabilities and
mobility (essentially thread migration) are introduced using program transformation techniques per-
formed by appropriate existing tools. We thus preserve full portability on standard JAVA platforms.
We discuss constraints imposed by such an implementation method and compare them to the benefits
it provides.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the underlying mobility model.
Section 3 presents the reflective infrastructure on which RAM is based in some detail. Then, Section 4
discusses related work and Section 5 sketchs out some future work. Finally, Section 6 presents a
conclusion.

2 Mobility Model

In this section, we present the model of distribution and mobility of systems which our reflective
infrastructure is intended to support.
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Figure 2: Example of clusters

2.1 Model Description

The model of distribution and mobility underlying our reflective infrastructure can be presented quite
naturally in terms of its structural and behavioral features. Note that we did not look for a new
distribution model but rather synthesized our model from existing ones — especially JAVANAISE

[HL98] and JAVA RMI — in such a way that the model effectively supports coarse-grained distributed
applications.

Structural part. Structurally, our model is built around two main abstractions, clusters and places:

� A clustergroups a number of objects and constitutes a unit of migration. Clusters are respon-
sible of their own migration policy. Each cluster features a unique facade object1 providing
a unified interface for the whole cluster. The facade object of a cluster is the only object of
that cluster which is visible to other clusters. Finally, a frontier of a cluster delimits the group
of objects which can be accessed from the facade object of a cluster without accessing other
clusters (see Figure 2).

� A placeconstitutes the run-time environment for clusters and provides, in particular, services
for mobility (cluster migration, cluster localisation, etc.). It may host several clusters.

Note that we reduced the presentation of the structural part of the model to only those parts es-
sential for the reflective infrastructure described below. We did not mention, for instance, the hostab-
straction, which represents the physical machine connected via a network to others in the distributed
system. We suppose the existence of a naming servicewhich is associated to hosts and maps (sym-
bolic) names to clusters. We also suppose the existence of a code repositoryfrom where byte-code of
migrating object classes can be retrieved.

This model reflects our interest in coarse-grained distributed applications, mainly because units
of migration are not objects but clusters, that is, groups of objects having a specific structure (facade
object, frontier).

1Named according to the analoguous design pattern [GHJV94].
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Figure 3: Example of cluster communication

Behavioral part. The behavior of mobile applications is modeled as follows:

� Communication is performed using ordinary Java method calls within a cluster and anRPC-like
mechanism between clusters. In order to simplify the treatment of mobility, we model such
RPC-like communication by two synchronous messages: arequest message and ananswer
message. Both contain information about the two participants in the communication. Fur-
thermore, the former contains the arguments and the latter a return value (potentially being an
exception to be raised). This enables a communication partner to be found if one of the two
partners moved to another place during the communication period. Note that in order to pre-
serve the encapsulation property of clusters, cluster facades are passed by reference in message
arguments but objects encapsulated in clusters are passed by (deep) copy.

Figure 3 shows such an example, where three clusters C2, C3 and C4, located in three different
places (respectively P-X, P-Y and P-Z) communicate with the cluster C1. Consider the case
where C1 moves from place P-X to place P-Y while communication is taking place. Moreover,
imagine that C1 receives all requests while it is still at the departure place P-X, and processes
them at the arrival place P-Y. Thanks to the information identifying the communicating clusters
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Figure 4: A mobile purchase application

that is stored in the messages, C1 can retrieve addresses of the requesting clusters and send
them answers.

� Reference management is a particular important issue of mobile systems. Consider the critical
case of reference update after cluster migration. When a cluster C1 migrates to a new place, it
provides a list of clusters it references to that place and gets a list of references in return. Since
each place knows all clusters it hosts and a place is able to retrieve references for remote clusters
via the naming service. The departure place of the migrating cluster updates local references
to the migrating cluster C1. References to C1 held by clusters that are neither hosted at the
departure place of C1 nor by its arrival place are updated lazily, in the course of subsequent
communications to or from C1.

� Migration of a cluster locks the execution of that cluster, constructs a structure representing its
execution state, transfers it to the target place, rebuilds an executable cluster from the transferred
state, destroys the originating cluster and resumes its execution at the target. Note that this
requires synchronization between the cluster to be migrated and the departure place which has
to suspend message sends to the cluster temporarily. It also requires synchronization between
the two involved places in order to avoid cluster duplication on network failure.

Note that, similar to the structural part, we restricted the discussion to those features essential to our
reflective approach to mobility.

2.2 Example in an E-Commerce Setting

In order to illustrate our model, we briefly discuss an example taken from the e-commerce domain.
Consider the following scenario (see Figure 4). A client wants to buy a number of items but does not
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know all the shops selling the items and their respective price tags. S/he therefore creates and orders
another entity, called“buyer,” to gather all necessary information and buy the required items. The
buyer gets from a directory a list of suitable shops, which are located on different places, visits them
in order to get the different estimates, determines the best price, andfinally orders the items for the
client.

The client, the buyer, the shop directory, and the shops may be implemented using our model by
clusters; the estimates and orders may be implemented by objects encapsulated in the clusters. Each
cluster has its own migration policy. In the context of the interactions illustrated in Figure 4, the buyer
would migrate, for instance, each time it sends a message to a remote cluster.

3 Reflective Infrastructure

In this section, we present the model of JAVA based prototype RAM (Reflection for Adaptable Mobil-
ity). In order to introduce the mobility concern via our reflective infrastructure in a transparent way,
wefirst analyzed the requirements for a such an infrastructure. Based on this analysis, we develop the
reflective infrastructure followed by a brief description of the user-level development process enabled
by this infrastructure. Finally, we discuss the implementation of the prototype in some detail.

3.1 Requirement Analysis

Based on usage scenarios, such as the example introduced in Section 2.2, we derived requirements
for a reflective infrastructure. The most important of which are listed below (a more complete list is
given in [BSDLS00]):

Cluster.

R1) Creation of facade objects has to be distinguished from the creation of ordinary objects. In-
stantiation of a facade object allows the creation of a cluster and leads to the construction of the
cluster infrastructure (cluster manager, message queues, etc.).

R2) The cluster infrastructure has to be installed before the constructor of a facade class is called.
Execution of a JAVA constructor can lead to an inter-cluster communication. The cluster infras-
tructure is thus to be installed and linked to the facade before the constructor of the facade is
executed.

R3) Cluster serialization during migration must stop at frontiers. Serialization is used to build a
representation of a cluster to be transferred during migration. If frontiers had not be respected,
clusters would not be units of migration.

Inter-cluster communication.

R4) Inter-cluster method calls must be detected and transformed into communication requests. This
requires detection of calls beyond a cluster’s frontier.

R5) Cluster encapsulation should be preserved. This requires that during communications facades
are passed by reference and other objects by deep-copy.
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Reference management.

R6) It is necessary to distinguish between local and remote references. Besides being necessary to
handle cluster migration, distinguishing these kinds of references is useful because of efficiency
concerns.

R7) It should be possible to switch references from local to remote and vice versa. This is necessary
to update references in the context of migration.

R8) Invalid references to migrated clusters must be identifiable. Invalid references can thus be
updated (in an eager or lazy fashion).

3.2 A Reflective Model

Reflection is the process of reasoning about and acting upon itself [Smi84]. Computational reflection
[Mae87] supports run-time adaptability because it supports the derivation of new behaviors from initial
ones based on variations of the underlying computational model. Moreover, reflective programming
allows separation of concerns because a clear separation between the application code (the base-level)
and its description and/or control (themeta-level) is provided. In a reflective OO language, base-
level objects are controlled by objects at the meta-level calledmeta-objects. A base-level object has
a meta-link to its meta-object. A Meta-Object Protocol (MOP) provides a protocol followed by the
meta-objects in order to control the base-level objects [KdB91].

Our reflective model is built around a kernel providing a general-purpose meta-object protocol
useful for distributed applications and a set of meta-objects specialized for the implementation of
the mobility concern. In the following, we justify the different issues raised by relating them the
requirements listed in the previous section.

3.2.1 The Kernel

The reflective kernel allows the following four execution mechanisms to be controlled:

� Control of object creation. In order to install the cluster infrastructure in a transparent way,
we have to treat cluster creation (that is, creation of the facade object) during the ordinary Java
creation protocol, that is, execution ofnew statements (cf. requirement R1).

� Initialization of the meta-link. Technically, the meta-object protocol relies on meta-objects to
be attached to some of base-level objects (e.g. facade objects), such that meta-objects control
the execution of base-level objects. By initializing the meta-link right after object creation, our
meta-objects defining the mobility infrastructure can handle inter-cluster communication that
can take place during constructor calls (R2).

� Control of method call receptions. In our MOP, method call reception on a base-level object
can be controlled by a meta-object. This way, we can have meta-objects that transform a JAVA

method invocation into a communication protocol for inter-cluster communication (R4).

� Control of object serialization. During lifecycle of a cluster, objects can be serialized either
on mirgration or on inter-cluster communication (parameter passing by deep copy). Control of
serialization allows to respect clusters encapsulation (R5) and frontiers (R3) .

As noted above, the kernel of our reflective model directly addresses thefive first requirements
(R1-5). The other requirements (R6-8) and the mobility model are handled by a dedicated specializa-
tion of the kernel for mobility as described in the following section.
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Figure 5: Overview of a cluster in our reflective infrastructure.

3.2.2 Meta-objects for Mobility

The reflective infrastructure of RAM is based on the general reflective kernel presented before. The
mobility concern is built on top of the kernel in form of several dedicated meta-objects. In order
to illustrate the different meta-objects, we show the structural representation of the cluster buyer in
Figure 5.

Meta-facade. Figure 5 illustrates that the facade object of the cluster is attached to a meta-object
calledmeta-facade. This meta-object plays several roles: the meta-facade initializes the cluster in-
frastructure (message queue, thread, etc.), manages message exchanges and the lifecycle of the cluster
including the migration policy. Customization of the default migration policy is done by specialization
of the default meta-facade class.

Reified reference. Figure 5 includes several meta-objects labelledreified references, which rep-
resent both local and remote references from a cluster towards another cluster (R6). These reified
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references are created by meta-facades, essentially during deserialization of arguments contained in
message requests. A reified reference holds the invariant name of the referenced cluster. Thus, it is
able to update itself (R7) and retrieve the meta-facade of the referenced cluster for purpose of com-
munication. Transforming JAVA method invocations into a request message is also done by reified
references. Finally, reified references allow the computation of cluster frontiers: they stop the JAVA

serialization process.

Reference table. All reified references of a cluster are stored in the cluster’sreference table, which
enables the meta-facade to retrieve and update all references towards other clusters during and after
migration (R8). This table is important for several reasons: it ensures the unicity per cluster of a reified
reference thus avoiding useless reference proliferation and ensuring that one update per reference and
cluster is sufficient in the case of migration.

Reified references and the reference table enable references to be managed in the context of mi-
gration. When a cluster C migrates, it is necessary to update references from C to other clusters and
references held by the other clusters towards C. The first case is immediate because the cluster C owns
a table of reified references: after the migration has terminated, the migrated cluster immediately up-
dates invalid references by help of its new place. In second case (updating the references held by the
other clusters towards the migrated cluster) the update depends on whether the clusters linked by a
reference were originally located on the same place or not. If they were co-located, the corresponding
local references must be transformed into remote ones, otherwise the remote one has to be updated
essentially using the same protocol as in the first case.

3.3 Adaptation of the Default Execution Policies

Reification of principal entities of a mobile objects system allows the definition of different migration
policies. The meta-facade which is in charge of inter-cluster communication and migration is the main
entity entitled for dynamic adaptation of new behavior.

As far as migration conditions are concerned, the default policy is to use systematic migration
when inter-cluster communication takes place between two remote clusters. Other migration policies
can, however, be easily implemented. For example, by specializing the default meta-facade, we can
design stationary clusters, that is, clusters which execute only on the place where they start execu-
tion and communicate with other clusters using RPC. Also, a meta-facade could introspect dynamic
network characteristics such as network traffic, network reliability, CPU performance, etc, in order to
choose the best moment to migrate.

Similarly, resource control can be customized by specializing the meta-objects playing the role
of reified references. The default update policy is to find the actual location of the referenced cluster
(policy by network reference, cf. reconfiguration of resources in [FPV98]). By specializing the reified
references, we can introduce new update policies such as making the referenced cluster move to the
local place (policyby move) or to copy locally the referenced cluster (policyby copy).

Concerning thread management, the default policy is to provide strong mobility, that is, migration
of the currently executing thread. This policy could turn out not to be optimal for a particular applica-
tion (e.g. when strong mobility is not always needed). An extension of the default meta-facade could
easily provide support for weak mobility.

Concerning communication, the default policy is to use synchronous message exchanges. Since
the communication “mode” is defined by meta-facades, we can modify this behavior to achieve asyn-
chronous communication (with future objects), one-way communication, communication with mes-
sages having a priority, etc.
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3.4 Overview of the User-Level Development Process

The model and infrastructure we propose enable an incremental programming methodology: the pro-
grammer may design and implement its application in a non-distributed non-mobile environment,
focusing only on its functional properties (i.e. services provided by application). Then, without modi-
fying the previously written code, the programmer may turn its application into a mobile object system
by introducing a mobility concern. To reach this goal, the programmer has to perform the following
steps.

1. Clusters assignment (design choice). Developers should choose classes that will play the role
of facades. This is done simply by setting up a base-to-meta table linking base-level classes
and meta-object classes. When a base-level object is created, the right meta-object class is
instantiated. Then, the object is attached to the newly created meta-object.

2. Reflective capabilities and thread migration support through program transformation. A base-
level object has to become a reflective object, i.e. an object that is able to be controlled by
meta-objects. This is done by transforming the initial code using a fully automatic program
transformation which introduces the meta-link and hooks permitting to transfer control from
the base-level code to the meta-level. Another automatic transformation introduces support for
thread migration (see Section 3.5).

3. Deployment. Finally, we need to deploy different clusters to achieve the distributed start con-
figuration. RAM uses an initialization cluster to this end: it migrates between several places to
create the initial application clusters.

3.5 Implementation Based on Tool Integration

We built a prototype which implements the model and reflective infrastructure described above. This
prototype relies on different existing tools for program manipulation. First, we give an overview of
the tool-based structure of the prototype, followed by brief descriptions of how the essential parts of
this architecture are implemented.
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Figure 6 illustrates the architecture of the prototype. At compile-time (see Figure 6a), a base-level
program is transformed using two program transformation tools:

� JAVAGO [SMY99] is used to transform sequential code such that the execution state of the
currently executing cluster is reified and the cluster migrates whenever a specific migratory
exception is raised.

� JAVASSIST [Chi00] is used to insert hooks into the base-level program which enable control
to be transferred to the meta-level in case of object creations, method invocation, change of
meta-links, and object serialization.

At runtime (see Figure 6b), the meta-level takes control of the program execution. It can throw the
migratory exception and thus handle the mobility concern according to some policy. Note that this
architecture substantiates our initial goal as illustrated in Figure 1.

3.5.1 Thread Migration Through Program Transformation

One of the main defining characteristics of the project on which we report here was to achieve maximal
portability. This excluded changes to the JAVA virtual machine and to JAVA’s basic run-time libraries.
Hence, we chose a program transformation based approach to strong mobility [Fue98] [SMY99] and
the tool JAVAGO developed by Sekiguchi et al. [SMY99]. JAVAGO implements strong mobility by
transforming JAVA programs, such that the execution state of the current thread is reified whenever a
specific exception is raised at run-time.

More precisely, this program transformation technique enables the contextual information of an
executing thread to be stored by transforming all methods appearing on the execution stack when the
migratory exception is raised in a two-fold manner:

� The exception is caught and the contextual information (such as local variables) is stored in an
appropriate data structure in the exception handler.

� Statements are “ labelled” such that execution can resume at any statement once the cluster has
been migrated.

Being the most portable solution, this implementation technique for strong migration has an im-
portant drawback, though. Without (non-standard) support from the underlying virtual machine it is
only possible to store the contextual information of the thread that is active when the migratory excep-
tion is raised. It is not possible to reify sleeping threads. Since portability was the prime requirement
of the project definition, we chose to stick to this implementation method and restrict clusters to con-
tain only one user-defined thread. Note that this restriction only applies to user-defined threads but
not threads which are encapsulated in the underlying infrastructure. Furthermore, multiple threads
can be supported using checkpointing-based methods as discussed by Fuenfrocken [Fue98]. Finally,
this technique obviously introduces a run-time overhead. The results presented in [SMY99] indicate,
however, that this should not be a problem in the context of coarse-grained mobile applications.

3.5.2 Reflective Hooks Through Program Transformation

We also used program transformation techniques in order to introduce the hooks that are used to trans-
fer control from the base-level code to the meta-level code. To this end, we used JAVASSIST [Chi00],
a tool for structural reflection in Java. Basically, each of the different features to be intercepted, such
as method invocation (see Section 3.2), corresponds to a transformation step in the prototype which
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has been implemented using JAVASSIST’s transformation library. Such transformations consists in
introducing indirections in the base-level code. Method wrappers [BFJR98] are an example of tran-
formation. We exploited these transformations in order to shift to the meta-level.

4 Related Work

The system we have presented has three main characteristics: it enables the implementation of (coarse-
grained) strong mobile systems in JAVA, uses computational reflection in order to cleanly separate a
mobility concern from the non-mobile functional concerns of applications, and preserves complete
portability by not relying on modifications of the JVM or standard libraries. In the following, we
restrict our discussion to (the few) reflective systems which approach the same goals.

The systems AL-1/D [OI94] and TJ [McA95] are systems supporting a mobility concern based
on computational reflection. AL-1/D provides a model of adaptable migration policies, which is,
however, simpler than ours in that it relies only on reflective support for the interception of messages.
Furthermore, AL-1/D does not address the problem of how to resolve references during and after
migration explicitly. TJ provides very fine-grained reflective support for distributed infrastructures
and mashalling. This support is, however, of much lower level and finer-grained, and does therefore
need an additional layer of abstractions in order to be fully comparable to our work. Finally, since
both of these systems have not been implemented in JAVA, our compatibility requirements are not
meaningful in this context.

PROACTIVE [CKV98] is the only related work on reflection in the context of mobility in JAVA.
PROACTIVE enables method invocations to be intercepted without modification to the JVM by using
an explicit specific object-creation protocol. PROACTIVE defines an infrastructure for distributed
applications and a mobility concern including reference management. However, full transparency is
lost due to the use of the specific object creation protocol. Besides, this platform is a weak mobile
system: its migration primitive can only be called as the last instruction in a method. Hence, the
problem of reconciling compatibility constraints with task reification is not addressed.

5 Future Work

Our prototype architecture has two layers. One is dedicated to mobility, and the other (the kernel) is a
general-purpose meta-object protocol. This kernel can be specialized for other purposes than mobility.
We currently explore alternative specializations by developing a meta-object library which deals with
other middleware features such as authentication, disconnected mode, publish/subscribe interaction,
etc.

Dynamic adaptability is another topic that we plan to explore more deeply. Such adaptability is
necessary in contexts of scarce resources. We are investigating reflective middleware solutions for
context-aware applications. Such applications have to be aware of, and adapt to, variations in the con-
text of execution, such as fluctuating network bandwidth, decreasing battery power, etc. Adaptability
can be achieved by replacing some meta-level entities.

Finally, an challenging future work is dealing with complex systems that have different non-
orthogonal concerns. In such systems, it is necessary to handle overlapping between concerns while
composing different concerns. In the context of reflective systems, the problem of concern composi-
tion can be expressed in terms of the composition of meta-objects.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented the model and infrastructure provided by RAM (Reflection for Adapt-
able Mobility). RAM enables the development of coarse-grained strong mobile application in JAVA

without compromising portability. Strong mobility has been implemented using program transfor-
mation techniques which do not require the underlying virtual machine or standard libraries to be
modified. Thanks to RAM’s infrastructure, we achieved complete separation of the mobility concern
from the non-mobile functional concerns of an application by means of reflection. This enables the
dynamic adaptability of mobile object systems by addressing new execution policies for their infras-
tructure.
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